From Antwerp

Take the E19 in the direction of Brussels and leave the Highway via exit 9, Mechelen Noord.

Go straight ahead at the traffic lights, into the Blarenberglaan. Proceed to the roundabout. There you turn left.

You are now in the Zandvoortstraat. You will find the Global Knowledge offices at the Left-hand side at number 1 (M-TEC/building).

From Brussels

Take the E19 in the direction of Antwerp and leave the motorway at exit 9, Mechelen Noord. At the end of the exit, turn left and cross the motorway at the traffic lights. At the first set of traffic lights, turn left. Turn right into the Blarenberglaan.

Follow the Blarenberglaan until the roundabout. Turn left. You are then in the Zandvoortstraat. You will find the Global Knowledge offices at the Left-hand side at number 1 (M-TEC/building).

You can reach us by public transportation

Bus 6 of De Lijn (Mechelen Station-Industrie Noord) stops at the street bus stop Noord II.

View OV route information on delijn.be or google.com